
Decision No. 88835 MAY 1 6 1978 

BEFORE JrdE PUBLIC UTILITIES CO~SSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFO~~IA 

Investigation on the Commission's) 
o~~ motion into a natural gas 
su?~ly adjustment mechanism for 
Pacific Cas and Electric Company, 
San Diego Gas & Electric Company, 
Southern CalifOrnia Gas Company, 
Southwest Gas Corporation, and 
california-Pacific Utilities 
Company, respondents. 5 

Case NOe. 10261 
(Filed February 15, 1977) 

(~e Appendix A for appeara:o.ces.) 

I!+."'I'ERIM OPI~'1:0N 

On February 1.5, 1977 this Comcission issued an Order e Instituting Investigation (OIl) in Case Nc>.. 10261 into- a natural gas 
supply rate adjust!!lent mechanis:l for natural gas public utilities. 

The respondents were Pacific Gas a~d Electric Coopany (PG&E), 
S~ Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), Southern California Gas Company 
(SCG), Southwest Gas Corporation (~~G), and California-Pacific Utilities 
Company (CPO) .. 

In its OIl the Commission stated: 
~The Public Utilities Co~ission reco;nizes that 
periodiC adjustoent procedures have a useful 
application in effective regulation. The 
Co~ssion has adopted such procedures ~~th respect 
to electric utility energy costs anc gas utility 
purchased gas costs, on the basis that short-term 
control of these expenses is largely outside the 
control of utility ma~gecent. 

"o-.1r recent ex;>erienee with gas utility rates 
suggests that estimation of test year gas supply 
may be a similar element of ratemaking that requires 
a periodic adjustment procedure including an 
adjustment to depreciation rates. The dec.lining 
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gas supply, couplee with the emerging rate design, 
makes the accuracy of the adopted supply estimate 
the critical fact in calcr.:lating gas :rates. 
Meanwhile, short-term gas supply esti~tes are 
increasingly eiffic~lt to make accurately with 
the requisite degree of certainty that supports 
rateoaking-as-usual. Therefore, we find it 
appropriate to o:>en an investigation into whe.ther 
concitions do in fact warrant the adoption of a 
supply aejustment ~echanisrn, which would include 
any necessary rules, underlying criteria, an~ 
'Oroced1.lres to be followed, and include a 
mechanism to adjust eepreciation rates for gas 
utilities. Suitable provisions for such 
mechanisms, ane proposed tariff filings should 
also be includec.~ 
FUr!:her the OII required each: responCent to sub=.it fta compre

hensive report considering the adoption 0.: a su??ly adjustment mechanism 
for gas utilities, including an adjus:ment to depreciation rates~ and 
pro?Osed tariff filings .. " ?ublic:ly o~'Iled gas utilities and~ others were 
invitee to participate .. e Six days of public hearing in this matter ~ere held before 
Ado.inistrative la",· Judge John J .. Doran in los Angeles on July 25, 1977, 
in Chula Vista on July 27, 1977, anc in San Francisco· on September 13, 
14, 15, and 16, 1977. Tne matter was submitted on closing briefs filed 
November 18, 1977. 

The investigation examined proposeo procedures to periodically 
increase Or decrease na:ural gas rates to reflect cecreases or increases 
in the natural gas suP?ly. Included in the eX&~ination was whether or 
not natural gas rates should be periodically increasec or decreased to 
recover the loss Or gain in net revenue due to the decline or increase 
in the supply of natural gas and further should there be an adjustm.ent 
to increase depreciation expense due to the change in the remaining. 
supply of natural gas. 
Parties Presenting Evidence 

SCG prese~ted a ~tness and a number of exhibits including a 
response to the OII, a proposed gas supply adjustment mechanism (SA."1), 
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e 
.a proposed depreciation :rate adjustment (DRA) on a unit of production I 
basis (COP), and estimates of revenue effects. sec revised its 
exhibit to combine' the SAM adjustment (rate and balancing account) 
with the present pureb.a.sed gas adjustment (PGA) on a prospective basis 
by two filings per year based upon forecasted data. 

SDG&E, CPU, and swe each presented a witness and a report 
in response to the orI and a proposec tariff based upon forecasted 
data. SDG&E also presented est~tes of revenue effects. CPO only 
proposed a deprec~tion adjustment at this time. CPU has not 
determined what the revenue loss would be as a result of conservation 
and reduced supply. 

PG&E presented three witnesses and a number of exhibits 
in~luding a response to the OIl, proposed SAM tariffs (with and without 
a volumetric DRA), and estt=ates of :revenue effects. Although PG&E's 
proposal is to use SAM only without incorporating UO? depreciation 

and is based upon forecasted data, it has no objection to the use of 
~istorieal data for SAM. . 

!he Commission staff presented two witnesses and exhibits 
inel~ding statistical data on the c~ging gas supply and depreciation. 
The staff concluded that SAM is not necessary at this time and that 

the present depreciation methods should not be changed. 
The SAM Proposals 

'!he utilities· propose to file SAM adjustment~ twice a year 

to coincide with the PGA filings. !hey propose to base the adjustm.ent 
on the forecast year when Ule ::ates would be effective. The utilities 
propose usi~ a balancfng account to accumulate under- or over
collections and then :-educe the balancing account to zero th:ough 
future rate changes as part of perlod1c SAM adjustments in rates. sec 
further proposes to combine SAM with the PGA filings. 

The Commission staff's position is that a SAM ~oupled with 
the PeA would significantly lowe:: the risks of dotng business and 
would be a large step in guaranteeing a rate of ::'eturn. for the 
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utilities. Further, the staff is of the opinion that supplemental 
supplies from untraditional sources, such as LNG and coal gasification, 
will pick up a large amount of the projected decline in supplies and 
will permit virtually unlfmited interstate market service. at 12-14 
trillion cubic feet per year, the 1975 level. The staff· recommendation· 
is that a SAM not be authorized. 

The cities of San Diego and San Francisco state that it 
could be argued that the risk reduction of having a SAM would be taken 
under consideration by the Commission in its next rate of return. ,.,::,,,. 
determination. They further state that it should be pointed out that 
had a SAM been in effect for the past few years the ratepayers would' 
have benefited. This was dee to the utilities' and staff's eontiDu1ng 
underestimation of natural gas supplies. Thus, on a theoretical 
basis, the cities can support the SAM concept. If the SAM procedure 
were placed into effect on a very simple, uneomplicated, and very 
narr~ basis, with the assurance that the Commission staff would 

~ thoroughly investigate each filing, the cities contend that they could 
support a SAM. However, their support is conditioned on assurances 
that the Cortmission would recognize the SAM's risk reduction, t.hrough 
rate of return adjustments. The cities foresee no such assurances 
and therefore oppose a SAM. 

The city of Los Angeles states that a SAM has the e~fect 
of reducing risk and guaranteeing the utilities their rate of return 
This undesirable result, aceording to Los Angeles p become a reality 
because a SAM will be triggered to recoup- all fixed expenses and: will 

tend to level the fluctuation in seasonal sales. Since SAM could be 
guaranteeing that the utilities recover their fixed costs, it will 
also act as a disincentive for prudent management. !he c;ty concludes 
that a SAM is unnecessaryp guarantees the utilities their rate of 
. return, and reduces the risk of doing business to: an unacceptable' 
level. 

... 

e· 
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Toward Utility Rate Normalization states that there is no 
precedent for a S~ that there is no need for it~ that it woulc 
come c.lose to providing a gu.a.ranteed rate of return~ and that it is an 
incentive for utilities to underesttmate supply. 
Discussion of SAM 

Supply has always proven to be a troublesome issue in 

rate proceedings. While we can safely predict that~ on a long-te~ 
basis, supplies from traditional sources are declining,!! short-term 
fluctuations resulting fr~ factors suCh as climatic conditions or 
the market price of alte:cnate fuels can be both unexpected and 
dramatic. 

Our analysis in the instant proceediIlg must be addressed 
not to ":ropply" but rather to sales. The validity of the traditional 

notion that all of 8. gas utility's supply can and will be sold 
disappeared with the· deelining block rate structure. We recently 
recognized that our abandonment of the traditional decl1n~ng block e structure could, in c~bination with unusual market c.onditions for 

alte:nate fuels, ~ utility revenues to such a degree that some 
form of increase to non-interruptible customers would be required. In 
Decision No. 88664 in Case No. 9851 ~ a1, we said (at mimeo. p. 2): 

"We are presently evaluating the relationships 
between the costs of related fuels and natural 
gas sales. When there is sufficient gas to serve 
low priority users without jeopardizing higher 
priorities, it is not necessarily in the best 
interest of all customers to have a low priority 
rate highe:- tb.a:l tha~ 0: alternate fuels causing 
those customers who have the capability to couvert 
to do so. the resultant loss in revenue would 
necessitate higher rates· to the rema1~ 
customers. These rates might very well be higher 

1/ Staff Exhibit 21, Page 1, Paragraph 2 states that gas Supl>ly has 
beeudeclin!ng since 1971, with an estimated statewidedeeline 
rate of 4.3 percent through 1986 based upon t=aditional sources. 
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than those that would be required if low priority 
customers continued to burn gas because their 
rates were competitive with alternate fuel costs. 
We are currently evaluating various rate design 
proposals that would take this into consideration." 
In wholly different market and climatic conditions a utility 

will be able to easily sell all the gas that it can obtain from 
suppliers. Thus any significant increase in supply, and consequently 
sales, over the test year volume will result in a gas margi~/ 
substantially in excess of t~e test year margin. A small increase in 
sales will produce a large increase in the gas margin for the same 
reason that a small decrease in sales will produce a significant 
reduction in the margin: the gas in question is generally sold or not 
sold to low priority customers who pay, under our inverted rate 
structure, the highest rates.Y 

That the effects of sales fluctuations can be significant 
was aml)ly demonstrated in this proceeding. For example, SCC's 1978 
estimated gas margin was shown to be $48.8 million less than the 
$442'.5 million 1976 test year gas margin. The test year sales 
revenues totaled $912 million. Assuming that 1978 expense levels other 
than the cost of purchased gas have not decreased {not an unreasonable 

~ Revenues froe the sale of gas less the cost of that gas equals the 
gas margin. 

21 We do not intend to suggest that reduced sales are solely the 
product of reduced sales to low priority users. Conservation in 
the residential class has occurred and warrants our recognition 
as well as our commendation. However. since high priority 
residential customers pay significantly lower rates for gas than 
-do the low priority eustomers, large deviations from test year 
estimates of sales to the residential class are required before 
a utility'S test year gas margin ~~ll not be met or will be . 
exceeded. However, future changes in rate design could result in 
the residential use ~laying a greater role in margin fluctuation 
(see footnote 4 below). 
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Assumption), then SCG's revenue would be $48.8 million deficient 
When compared ~th the 1976 test year. Other utilities submitted 
similar data.. 

A SAo'"! is thus viewed by many a logical concomit@.t of our 
policy of inverted rates. Ye share this view.~/ Ye recognize that 
supply (or more correctly. sales) volume has become at once (1) a 
factor of extraordinary impact on the gas margin as well as (2) an 
element of ratemaking that ea:cnot be quantitatively predicted with the 
precision required to assure that a utility neither grossly exceeds 
nor falls far short of its authorized gas margin. In short, like the 
purchased ~ of gas, supply fluctuation must be accorded' special 
treatment between general rate proceedings. 

The principal argument advanced by opponents of a SA.~ is 
that adoption of a SA.~ will constitute a step in the direction of a 
guaranteed rate of return. This argument ignores the fact that a SJL~ 

~/ This discussion should not be construed to suggest that we have 
arrived at a final optfmum formula for gas rate design. ~le 
we reaffirm our desire to make the first therm a customer 
conserves result in the greatest savings, we recognize that a 
rate structure in which residential customers will always pay 
less for their last them than non-residential and/or lower 
priority customers will pay for their first therm may not provide 
an adequate economic signal to the residential customer. 
Therefore~ in our recent SDG&E rate order, Decision No-. 88697 
(April 11. 1978), we priced residential use over 162 therms per 
month at the same cents per them as P-5 use. Residential use 
over 81 therms (but less than 163) was formerly priced at about 
94 percent of high priority non-residential and 90 percent of 
P-3 and P-4 use. Decision No. 88697 increased that rate suCh 
that it is now 97 percent of non-residential and 94 percent of 
the P .. 3 and P-4 rate. As future increases are warranted (we 
know of nothing to suggest that the cost of natural gas to 
California utilities will do anything but escalate). we will 
consider further modifications in rate design to encourage the 
realization of the potential for conservation that we know 
exists fn the residential class. 
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~will·merelY insure that gas utilities achieve the gas margin last 
found neceS5aJ:Y and limit the utility to that margin. Utility expenses 
other than the purchased cost of gas can and will change between 
general rate proceedings and those changes will determine whether the 
gas margin maintained by a SA."! will actually proeuce a rate of return 
that meets or exceeds the utility's authorized rate of return. These 
other expenses, unlike supply volumes and gas costs, do not fluctuate 
in such an unpredictable and dramatic fashion as to require offset 
treatment. Traditional consideration of these expenses, i.e., only in 

a general rate proceeding, is thus appropriate, while traditional 
treatment of purchased gas cost and supply volumes will produce 
revenues whiCh will only by chance result in the rate of return found 
reasonable for the test year •. A SA."! ~ll thus not guarantee a rate 
of return but only insure that a utility's exceeding or failing to 
meet that return ""","ill not be the result of extraordinary and 
unpredictable fluctuations in sales or supply. 

We do recognize, however, that our adoption of a SAM will 
~reduce the risk to the utility shareholder. !hat reduction in risk 

will be considered in setting a reasonable rate of return in future 
general rate proceedings as well as those currently pending before the 
Commission. 

Further, we are convinced that a SAM could encourage 
conservation, a matter of highest priority to this Commission and to 
many of the parties to this proceeding. Current results indicate that 
conservation efforts initiated over the last few years have been 
somewhat successful. But, obviously, conservation efforts must 
continue. In this regard we have been troubled by the apparent 
inconsisteney between traditional ratemaking and the utility'S incentive 
to promote conservation. As we have noted earlier, sales in excess of 
the volume employed for the test year will result in a gas margin 
significantly larger than that authorized. 

A SA.'i will remove the risk to the utility of promoting 
conservation, While not allowing for the recovery of additional 
operating expenses. There would no longer be a conflict between the 

_interests of the ratepayers and shareholders. Meanwhile,. the 
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~POSSib1lity that a utility might have a tendency to curtail expenses 
or service to new customers can be obviated by, allowing for growth in 
the system in general rate proceedings. Quality of service will 
continue to be an issue in setting the overall rate of return. 
Adopted SA."! 

With a gas SA.'i balancing account, excess gas margin 
collections could be returned to the ratepayer and deficiencies could 
be charged to the ratepayer. Such a system would reduce the importance 
of estimating gas supply in ratemaking. Establishing such a procedure 
to insure that gas utilities will recover the test year level gas 
margin and no more is reasonable and will be adopted. 

Twice a year application filings on a current period' supply 
basis to coincide with the PeA are reasonable and will be adopted~ 
The filings will require earnings tests on the period covered by 
accruals to the balancing accoU1lt to assure that the rate of return 
last found reasonable was not exceeded on a S~",! and decision adjusted 
basis. Filing a S~'1 and PGA at the same time will pem.it us to 

~eonsider the two filings in a consolidated proceeding. We will also 
consider SCG's proposal to cocbine the SAM ancl PeA filings. (See 
discussion under "Im?lementation of S~.) 
SA.'1 Rate Spread 

SCG originally proposed to spread the S~~ charges to wholesale 
customers on a uniform system average percentage basis and the 
remaining SA."'-1 revenue requirement to retail custo:ners on a uniform 
cents-per-therm basis. SCG contends that all its retail rates are 
now relatively level. but that its wholesale rates that only apply t.o 
two custo:ners are significantly different than the retail rates and 
that a percentage increase is justified. Subsequently. SCG proposed 
combining the SA..'1 and DRA filings into one filing and spreading the 
impact of such filing. 1;0 the retail and wholesale customers,. alike,. 
on a uniform eents-per-therm basis. 

SDG&E states that the SAM revenue should' be spread on the 
basis of the percentage that the wholesale and retail customers 
'contribute to the margin as opposed to SCG's original proposal which e is based upon the percentage that such customers' revenues bear to, 
the utility's test year revenue requirement. 
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PG&E proposes to spread the system SAM revenue to resale 
service on the. percentage of revenue that resale bears to tot:al 
revenue and the remaining SAM revenue to retail customers on a 
uniform cents-per-therm basis. This is sfmilarto SCG's original 
proposal. 

The Commission staff would Apply the percentage increase 
rather than a unifo~ cents-per-therm ~crease to lessen the economic 
impact on the, wholesale customers. There were no other rate spread 
recommendations. 

As we noted'earlier (foot.uote4), we cannot claim to have 
arrived at any opt~ formula for gas rate design. Given the 
myriad considerations which must attach to 8Jly rate design formulation, 
we would be remiss if we did not eschew any fixed formula for spreading 
SAM increases or reductions. As we have noted earlier, ra.te design 
can often provide an tmpetus for the sales fluctuation Wbi~ 

~~ecessitates a S~~ increase or reduction. It would be counter
productive, therefore, for the Commission to c~t itself to a 
particular rate design for a SAM when that rate design, in certain. 
eircums~ces, might perpetuate or exacerbate the deviation from. the 
test yea::: gas margin which requires us to adopt a SW .. 

Instead, we will eons ice:: semi-axmually a rate adjustment 
for the revence increase or reduction required by the ~ Such 
co~ideration will occur at the time of each utility'S PGA filing which 
'Will be couso11date<i with the SA.'L The Comt'"ission dot that time will 
consider wh.3.t chenges may be requirec !.n ra~e design. The prelimfnary 
state":""~ts of PG&E, SCG, SDG&E, SWG, and CPU may require mod~icat10n 
::0 acc~te changes in rate st::ueture as e. result of Conmission. 
aetion.~ese modifications Should el~nate any restrictions on rate 
<iesign ..mch are in the p=ese:lt ta=iffs. 
ImplementAtion of SAM ' 

Our adopted SAM WJ.ll be ti~d to the S.:l:; ma=gin authorized in 
,;.;aeh gas utility':S most ree~n: rate ,.iecisio:l. 

e 
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!he implementation of SAM will be effective by authorizing 
each utility to establish the new balancing account effective June l~ 
1978 on the basis set forth in Append.ix B and requiring. each utility 
to establish the account not later than January 1, 1979. Amortization 
of accumulations in the balancing account and estimated supply 
adjustments will thereafter be considered at the. same time as proposed 
changes for purchased gas cost adjustments. The Commission will then 
be in a position to consider changes in rate structure covering both 
SAM and purchased gas cost adjustments in one pro<:eeding and will d(> 
so thereafter for eacn utility on a semi-annual basis. Further, 
since we are of the opinion that SCGts proposal to combine the SAM 
and PGA filings warrants our further consideration, we will direct 
each utility to immed.iately file, within 30 days after the effective 
date of this order, tariff proposals for the consolidation of the two . e pro<:edures under one balancing account. Preliminary statements will 
conform to our decision, discussed. earlier~ to delete specific 
requirements on rate structure which will instead.be adjusted as . 
appropriate in each proceeding_ 
Depreciation 

. This Commission has mandated the use of straight-line 
remaining. life (SLRL) depreciation method, which provides for the 
recovery of the undepreeiated investment in eacn plant acco\mt~ adjusted 
for sal va;~e, over the remaining. life of such plant. this·: .method 
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provides the opportunity for an annual review by plant account 
including recent plant age determinations, long-term indications of . 
average service life and mortality characteristics, as well as salvage. 
Selection of the required depreciation factors are based on judgment 
for each aCCOmlt. Results of the revi~"S are annually submitted to 
the Commission for approval. 

SCG proposes to revise its current method of depreciation 
t~ apply a UOP method to its transmission facilities and' to apply a 
five-year life for that portion of distribution plant that may be 
directly assignable to large customers. This method would, result in 
about a $22 million additional revenue requirement for 1978. Its 
proposed DRA would be submitted by advice letter and reviewed and 

adjusted annually. The increase would be spread as covered under SA.~ 
The total long-term future gas supply used to develop the additional 
depreciation and revenue was noted by SOG as follows: 1t Assumed for 
illustration in this study only, not to be used for any other purpose." e Future gas supply is even speculative in the short-term. The 

utilities' forecast'submitted annually to the Commission extends out 
for 10 years and not the 22 years used in SOG's illustrative study. 
No reasonable estimate of long-term gas supply was subcitted to-use in 
UOP depreciation. The record does show that $2.15 of revenue is 
required for each additional $1.00 of depreciation because of taxes 
and uncollectibles. 

SDG&E proposed to revise its current method of depreciation 
by basing all gas plant depreciation on gas supply' forecasts 'during the 
remaining life of the utility'S total gas plant, but not less than the 
amount derived from the SLRI.. formula. It proposed to adjust 
depreciation twice annually to coincide with the PGA. SDG&E <iualified 
its forecasted gas supply with a note similar to the SCG disclaimer .• 
Its proposal would result in nearly a $4 million additional revenue 
requirement for 1977~ 
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SWG proposed to revise its current method of depreciation 
to one based upon periodically reviewing and adjusting depreciation 
rates to a specific index determined from the remaining years of supply 
or contracts of eaCh distribution company's supplier or suppliers. 

CPU proposed to revise its current method· of depreciation 
to one based on consideration of the remaining life span of their 
pipeline suppliers. 

PG&E included an adjustment mechanism for UO? depreciation. 
Its proposal would result in a $104 million additional revenue 
requirements by 1980.. It was of suCh magnitude that it proposed t~ 
phase the increase in over a three-year period. However, PG&E does 
not recommend a change from SLRL depreciation to UOP depreciation at 
the present ttme. It believes that further studies should be made 
before changing methods. PG&E recommends that under a SA.."4 
depreciation expense as adopted by the Commission in the most recent 

ttseneral rate decision be included as part of the fixed costs. 
Should natural gas utilities be allowed to change their 

method of book depreciation and periodically increase the revenue 
requirement and rates to consumers outside of a general rate 
proceeding--all because of a change in the long-term forecast of present 
connected supplies? The UO? depreciation method has not been "shown 
to be reasonable and will not be adopted. The current Commission 
prescribed SLRL rates are 'based upon a theoretically .and procedurally 
sound basis. These estimates consider all depreciation' elements, 
including the exhaustion of natural resources. The SLRL depreciation 
method is reasonable and will continue to be the requirement. 

Finally, we conclude that we may need to modify the operation 
of the SAM as dictated by ,our initial experience over the next la 
months. Circumstanees could require that we implement the SAM 
balancing accounts earlier than our presently required date of 
Januery 1, 1979. For these reasons we will leave Case No. 102&1 open. 
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Further, we are of the opinion that the utilities should' 
begin i~ediately the internal procedures necessary for the . 
implementation of SAM. Accordingly, we will make the effective <iate 
of this order the date hereof. We note that since no actual S&~ rate 
adjustments are likely to occur until late this year, an immediate 
effective date should not prejudice any 'party who may wish to appeal 
this interim order. 
Findings 

1-. A:n investigation was conducted as to whether or not to adopt 
a SAM in light of the increasing impact of long-term gas supply 
declines and short-term variations, coupled ~th emerging rate design 
trends. 

2. Gas margin was defined as gross revenues less cost of gas 
at the test year level adopted in the last general rate proceeding. 

3. Small deviations in actual sales from adopted test year 
sales may result in significant deviations from adopted test year gas 

_margins. 
4., Traditional ratemaking treatment of supply and sales has 

proven to be an inadequate method of considering the fluctuations 
described in Finding 3. Offset treatment between general rate 
proceedings is re<tuired. 

5. A SAM will insure that each gas utility recovers the gas 
margin authorized in its last general rate ease but no more than the 
last authorized gas margin. 

) 

6. Establishing a procedure by which a SAM will insure that: 
utilities reeover their authorized gas margin and return over-colleetions 
to the ratepayers is reasonable. 

7. Twice a year filings for a SAM on a current period supply 
basis to coincide 'With the PGA are reasonable and will be adopted. 
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8. The establishing of a SAM balancing a.ccount ~-h.ereby excess 
collections ~ll be applied as a credit to reduce future gas rates 
and- deficiencies ~~ll. be applied,as a debit to iDcrease future gas 
rates is reasonable. 

9. An earnings test should be included in the filing te> assure 
that the rate of return last found reasonable ~"ill not be exceeded. 

10. A rate design formula Should not be adopted here but specific 
changes in rates will be adopted with respect to individual SA.\! fi1,ings. 

11. A SA."! will reduce the risk te> utility shareholders. !hat 
reduction in risk should be considered by the Commission in setting 
a reasonable rate of return in rate proceedings. 

12. The proposal of SCG to combine a S;.J.{ and a PGA rectuires 
further consideration. 

13. EaCh gas utility should be authorized to implement a SA.~ 

balanciDg account effective on June Ip 19'78. All gas utilities should 
be required to establish SA.~ ba1anciDg accounts on or before 
January 1, 1979. . 

~ 14. A review was conducted as to whether or not to' adopt a 
mechanism to a.djust depreciation rates and in1crease customer charges 
therefor outside of general rate proceedings·. 

15. The UOP depreciation method has Dot been shown te> be 

reasonable and will not be adopted. 
16. Current SLRL depreciation practices consider all depreciation 

elemeDts 1ncludiDg the exhaustion of natural gas resources. 
17. AnDual review of depreciation accruals will permit timely 

adjustment of depreciation rates to reflect changed depreciation 
elements ... 

18. Case No. 10261 should remain open. 

INTERIM ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
l. Within thirty days of the effective date hereof, each 

respondent is ordered to filep under General Order No. 96-A,. the Supply 
Adjustment Mechanism set forth in Appendix B. The effective date of . e said adjustment mechanism shall be Dot earlier than June 1,. 1975 nor 
later than J~ 1, 1979. 
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2. In its initial filing "for rate change under the Supply 
Ad.justment Mecb.an:ism procedure, each utility shall include a proposal / 
for consolidating the SuP?ly Adjustment Mechanism with its purchase 
gas adjustment clause. 

3. Case No. 10261 shall remain open. 
The effective date of this order is the date hereof. 
Dated at ___ 5'_.!".::'_+ _~_-_ .. _~-.;. ____ • California, this 

~. ft~AY day of _______ , 1978. 
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C~ 10261 - D. 
OIl into a Natural Cas Supply Adjustment Mech~nism 

" 

COMMISSIONER wrLLIA..'1 SYXONS~ JR •• Dissen~ing 

This is a black ~y for California's consumers. Today's majority 

decision establishes a distinctly unhealthy system for gas utilities 
, ' 

in Californi~ which substantially guarantees their p~pfit margins . 
... '"" _ .. '.0--.'_,.'. 

It is I:lisleading to label this a "Supply Adjustment M~'chanism'·'. 

If it were truly confined to unpredictable variations in supply, I 

could support it. However S.A.M. goes further. It kicks into 

operation even when supply is ample. but sales are a problem. It is 

rather a "Sales Indifference and Profit Assurance Mechanismn
• 't-."hether 

the utility is selling gas or not. ~~der S.A.M. a surcharge will be 

levied on customers to insure the collection of a target revenue margin 

be~·een theoretical sales and COSt of gas. It is weird business to 

be as~ured of your profit margin on sales. even if the sales do not 

occur. 

This anti-consumer surchArge scheme is a desperate act. The 

Comoission majority's sweeping redesign!! of natural gas prices 

ten months ago has been a crashing failure. Our major gas distributing 

utilities are threatened with financial havoc. Improperly priced gas , 
... 

is not selling and, startli~ly. a gas glut now exists. Yet the 

Commission majority refuses to admit its radical rate structure is 

the problem and so no action is taken to correct unrealistic rates. 

Instead, the majority tries to sbore up its deteriorating fantasy 

~orld with this surcharge scheme. The earnings deterioration of 

our major utilities under present regulation has been so severe that 

e without this mechanism P~&E sees its return on equity falling from 

1:.1 Gas Rat~ Inversion Decisions 87585. 87586. 87537 • .July 12. 1977~ 
-1-
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10.5% in 1977 :0 1% in 1978 a.nd 4% in 1979. The example of 

Consolida:ad Edison makes us appreciate the c~~as~rophe ~he 

Commi~sion is courting. Today the Commission bails out ~he 

u~ilities it has dam.aged by h:lving the ratepayers 'Pick up the 

expense~ 

One can see that this order takes C.lre of the utilities; it also 

takes care of the politicians. Now it will be possible to go through 

~he November elections withou~ the "\"'ncomfor~ablen exp<!X'ience of a 

maj or correction in rates. Bu~ the problem will not go away and 

deficits will stack up. This joy ride "",,.ill continue until January 

1979 when ~he first S.A.M. surcharge hits the consumer like a 

Ne¥ ..... Year's Day hangover. It is not politic 'Co a:sk which consumers 

e will be hit hardest. The order says this will ~ known in the fu'Curc. 

but it is unlikely to be the industrial customer whose rates are so 

high now that he has already stopped purchasing gas. The residential 

and small commercial customers can expect to bear the brunt of the 

burden. 

Worthy of note is the fact that. aside from the utilities. no 

par'ty of record in 'Chis ease supported S .A.M. !he Commission staff 

described S.A.M. as a large step toward guaranteed profits for our 

utilities. TURN and the cities of San Diego, San Francisco and 

Los Angeles took si~lar positions. Los Angeles said~ for example. 

that S .A.M. would be a udisincentive for prudent managemen't n
• 

I agree that S.A.M., as proposed. guarantees too much to the 

utilities. Nor is it cheap. Best estimates for Sou:hern california 

-2-
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Gas Company indicate a $67 ~llion dollar ra~eincrease, on an 

annual basis ~o payoff S.A.M. ,in 1979; ~he figure for Pacific 

Gas and Electric is larger .. - about $85 million dollars. 

!he people of California pay a very high price for inverted 

ra~es. That price includes not only the increased cos~s.,of goods 

they buy in storcs. It also extends to conf~~ion such rates create 

for businesses and regulatory agencies. 

When the Commission invertcc r~tes. less than a year ago. it 

forced many larger users off of natural zas. Those comp.anies then 

were forced to absorb the expense of s ...... "itching to al'terna'tive fuels. , 

Now California has su--plus natural gas. and the Commission is 

conside:::ing how 'Co entice the companies back 'to system use. 

!he c~-=ent surplus may have been amplified by the end of 

the drought. but the periodic crises as to utility profit levels 

which occur uncle:- iuver'ted rates will continue even in normal weather. 

!he cost of such instability. which ultimately paid by the consumer. 

would not occur under cos't of service ra'tcs. Nor would a 'guarantee 

on margin be necessary. Once again the Commission mus't ask i'tself 

the question: are inve:-ted rates worth the price? I believe 'the 

answer to this question is a clear "no". 

Also of concern to me is the way the majority takes the 

fundaoental question of rate d~s~gn out of g~neral rate cases and 

relegates these issues to offs~t cases. '!'his practice 'of course is 

exemplified by the decisions on gas rate inversion themselves 

(previously cited). Those orders issued out of offset cases .. which 

are abbreviated. ra'ther than full scale inquiries. The public was 

-3-
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inadequa tely notified as to magni tu.de of the changes under . 
consideration and the record was bereft of supporting evidence. 

As to~y's opinion states. page 10. this practice is to continue. 

with changes in rate design to be handled in joint P.G.A.-S.A.M. 

offset hearings. The practice of avoiding serious rate des.ign 

dete:::mination in the general rate cases, and instead~ shunting these 

issues in-:o the abbreviated offset eases. gives short s.hrift to the 

~embers of the public who stand to be adversely affected. 

San Francisco, California 
May 16, 1978 
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APPENDIX A 

LIST OF AP?~~CES 

Respondents: Tho~s D. Clarke, John s. Fick~ Jeffrey A. Meith, by 
Jeffrev A- Meith, Attorney at law, for Southern California Gas 
to~~~y: S~lcolm ?. Furbush, Robert Ohlbach, Peter Hanschen, anc 
Kermit R. Kubitz, by Peter Hanschen, Attorney at law, for· Pacific 
Gas and Electric Com?any; Gordon Pearce, C. Edward Gibson, and 
Vineent ? Master Jr., by Vincent ? Master, Jr. and Stephen A. 
Ed""ards, Attorneys at Law, for san Diego Gas &; Electric Company; 
John P. V~tror=lile and Arthur C. Fegan, for California-Pacific 
Utilities Com?any; and Richarc J. Tetreault, for Southwest Gas 
Corporation. 

Protestants: Heroan Muloan, for Coalition for Economic Survival and 
Citizens for Political Action; and Sylvia M. Siegel and Robert 
S~rtus, Attorney at Law, for ~~. 

Interested Parties:. Ed Perez,. Deputy City Atto:-ney, for Burt Pines, 
City Attorney of los Angeles: Robert w. Russell, by Manuel Kroman, 
for Department of Public Utilities and Transportation, C:l.ty of los 
Angeles; Henry,f. li~~itt% 2nd, Attorney at law, for California Gas 
Producers Assoc~latl.On; w. Randy Baldschun, Attorney at Law, for the 
City of Palo Alto; Thomas Me O'Connor, City Attorney, by Leonard L. 
Snaide:-, De:>uty City Attorney, and Robert R. laughead, P.t., for the 
City and County of San Francisco; Gordon E. Davis and William H. 
Booth, Attorneys at Law, for California P~ufacturers Association; 
Do~~ey, Brand, Seymour & Rohwer, by Richard' R. Gray, Attorney at 
law, for General Motors Corporation; John w. ~itt, City Attorney, by 
Yilliam S. Shaffran, Deputy City Attorney~ for the City of San Diego; 
and Glen J. SUllivan, Attorney at laW', for the California Farm 
Bureau Feoerat:l.on. . 

Com:nission Staff: James S. Rood, Attorney at law,. and Robert. Durkin. 
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APPENDIX :s 
Page 1 of 2 

PROPOSED PREI.IMINARY STATEMENT 

1. ApelicabilitI- This Supply Adjustment Mechanism (SAM). provision 
applies to 5l.11s for service under all rate schedules and 
contracts for gas service. 

2. Base Rates. The Base Rates are the gas rates effective 
(excluding the Monetary Exchange 

"'l'A..,.ci .... jus---:tm.~e~n":"t-....ra ... t~e~s~c~h-e-n-l.n~ effec.t*). 

3. Base Costs. The Base Cost Amount included in base rates is 
S per year. The Base Weighted Average Cost of Gas 
includea in :sase Rates is cents per therm, as specified 
in Part of this Preliiiiina...ry Statement. 

4. Current Period. The volu:nes of gas, expressed in the:rms" to be 
utill.zed hereunder shall be those estimated to be sold during 
the twelve calendar month period beginning ~ch the applicable 
Revision Date. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Revision Dates. The Revision Dates are and 
of each yea:r:. On such dates, or as soon thereafter 

-as-t!""lh-e-Cw-o-mnu.-'-ss-1on t:lay authorize, the utility shall, in accordan. ce 
with the provisions hereof, increase or decrease the SAM Rates 
applicable to each rate schedule and contract. , 
SAM R.a~es. The Commission shall determine and fix applicable 
sAM Rates to be placed into effect for each revision period. 
The util:!.ty shall file one or more exemplary SAM Rates. 
Current Suppl~RecoveFt Amount. The Current Supply Recovery 
Amount sliSII oe the Ql.~te:ence between CUrrent Period revenues 
calculated at Base Ra~e5 and the product of Current Period sales 
multiplied by the. Base Weighted Average Cost of Gas. 

e ________________________________________ __ 
*Appliea.ble to PG&E only. 
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8. 

9. 

10. 

APPENDIX :s 
Page 2 of 2 

SuPJ)ly Ad~ustment AmOtmt. The Supply Adjustment AmOtmt shall 
be the di ference se~ween the :ease Cost AmOUIlt and the Current: 
Supply Recovery Amount, plus the balance in the Supply Adjustment 
Account~ determined as specified in Section 9 below,. at the end 
of the latest available month at the t~e of the computation 
being made under the provisions of this Section. 
SU3Pl y Adjustment Account. Begixming as of the date this Supply 
Ad ustment Meeh8OIi1sm proVision becomes effective, the utility 
shall maintain a Supply Adjustment Account. Entries shall be 
made to. this account at the end of each month as follows: 
(a) A debit ent~ equal to, if positive (cre<iit entry, 

if negative): 

(0) 

(c) 

(1) One-twelfth of the Base Cost Amount, less 
(2) The amount of Gas De'p.artment revenue billed 

during the month at ~e Rates minus the 
product of the applicable volumes of gas 
sold during the month multiplied by the 
Base Weighted Average Cost of Gas, less 

A credit entry equal. to the amount of revenue billed 
during the month under SAM Rates if positive (debit 
entry, if negative). 

An entxy equal. to. 7/12 percent of the average o.f the 
balance in the account at the beginning of the month 
and the balance tn the account after entries (a) 
and (b) above. 

Time and Ma.nner of Filing and Related Reports. The utility 
shall fl.ie revised AdJustment Rates With the California Publie 
Utilities Commission at least 30 days but not more than 90 days 
prior to. the Revision Date. Each such filing shall be 
accompanied by a report which shows the derivatio.n of the 
adjustment to be applied. A results o.f operation report .for the 
prior year will be filed by April IS, of each year. 


